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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we evaluate the benefits of using Grids with multiple batch systems to improve the
performance of multi-component and parameter sweep parallel applications by reduction in queue
waiting times. Using different job traces of different loads, job distributions and queue waiting times
corresponding to three different queuing policies (FCFS, conservative and EASY backfilling), we conducted
a large number of experiments using simulators of two important classes of applications. The first
simulator models Community Climate SystemModel (CCSM), a prominent multi-component application
and the second simulator models parameter sweep applications. We compare the performance of the
applications when executed on multiple batch systems and on a single batch system for different system
and application configurations. We show that there are a large number of configurations for which
application execution using multiple batch systems can give improved performance over execution on
a single system.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Computational grids have been increasingly used for executing
large scale scientific applications [1–11]. Most of the benefits of
using grids are primarily due to the increase in the number of
processors used for execution. In thiswork,we focus on yet another
potential use of grids where the total processor space used for
application execution is not increased. Specifically, we deal with
grids with multiple batch systems (for brevity, we will refer to
such grids as batch grids) and show that employing multiple batch
systems can improve the response times of parallel applications
than when using a single batch system.
Parallel batch systems provide space sharing of available pro-

cessors among multiple parallel applications or jobs. These batch
systems employ queues in which the incoming parallel applica-
tions are queued before allocation by a batch scheduler to a set of
processors for execution. Thus a batch system is associated with a
set of queues and a scheduling policy that selects a job from the
queue and maps it to a set of processors. An application submitted
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to a batch system incurs additional time for waiting in a queue be-
fore actual execution. The overall response time of an application is
the sum of its queue waiting time and execution time. Application
with small processor requirements can be backfilled to the avail-
able processors and hence incur smaller queue waiting times than
applications with large processor requirements. Thus the queue
waiting times for applications are proportional to their processor
requirements as illustrated in Fig. 1. The figure shows the average
queue wait times for jobs with different processor requirements
on an IBM SP2 system in SDSC (San Diego Supercomputer Center).
The job traces were obtained from the logs maintained by Feitel-
son[12].
Consider a parallel application J needing P processors that con-

sists of or can be decomposed into multiple sub-parallel applica-
tions or components, J1, J2, . . . , Jn with processor requirements,
P1, P2, . . . , Pn, respectively, such that P = P1+P2+· · ·+Pn. In this
case, simultaneous submission of the multiple sub-parallel appli-
cations, J1, J2, . . . , Jn, with small processor requirements to multi-
ple batch systems of a batch grid can result in improved response
times of the application over submitting the entire parallel appli-
cation, J , with a large processor requirement to a single batch sys-
tem. This is because the maximum of the queue waiting times in
the former case can be lesser than the single queue waiting time in
the latter case.
While this advantage of simultaneous submissions of the sub-

applications to multiple batch systems is generally well under-
stood [13], the actual improvements in response times of the
applications depend on various factors, including decomposability
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Fig. 1. Average queue wait times for jobs on a SDSC system.

of parallel applications, communication characteristics of the ap-
plications, speed of interconnections between the batch systems
and batch queue characteristics. Multi-componentMPMD applica-
tions [14,15] consists of component applicationswhich are parallel
application themselves. In these applications, the components are
loosely synchronized and communications between components
are lighter and less periodic than within components. Thesemulti-
component applications and parameter sweep applications, where
the parallel tasks are independent, are amenable to decomposition
into multiple parallel sub-applications and can potentially benefit
due to submissions of the sub-applications to multiple batch sys-
tems. Batch queue characteristics including queuing and schedul-
ing policies followed in the batch systems, the loads in the queues,
the job distribution in terms of their processor requirements and
maximum execution times associated with the queues impact the
queue waiting times of the jobs in the queues.
In this paper, we study the effects of these different factors on

the potential improvement in performance of a parallel application
due to simultaneous submissions of the parallel sub-applications
to multiple batch systems of a grid over submission of the entire
parallel application to a single batch system. At the application
level, we used two simulators, one that models the most promi-
nent multi-component application, CCSM [14,15], and the other
that models parameter sweep applications. At the network level,
we simulated different interconnection speeds between the batch
systems. At the batch level, we used different job traces produced
from Feitelson’s job models [16] and containing different distribu-
tions of jobswith different processor, execution time requirements
and execution time limits. We then generated the queue waiting
times of the jobs by using three different queuing policies, namely,
FCFS, conservative and easy backfilling. We performed large num-
ber of simulations with different distributions of processors to
components and system configurations with 24 different queues.
We show that there are a large number of configurations for which
performance improvements are obtained for the applications on
batch grids. We further performed real experiments with CCSM by
executing the components of CCSM across two AMD Opteron clus-
ters and show similar benefits.
We assume that sub-components executed on different batch

systems can communicate with each other. For simplicity, we
evaluate the advantages of batch grids using two queues. Thus,
our results show the comparison between executing the entire
parallel application with P processor requirements on a single
batch system and executing two sets of sub-components of the

parallel application with processor requirements, P1 and P2 (P =
P1+ P2), respectively, on two batch systems of a batch grid.
Section 2 motivates the use of batch grids. In Section 3, we

explain in detail our simulation framework and calculations of
probabilities of benefits of multiple batch executions for our two
applications. Section 4 gives the simulation setup we used for our
experiments. In Section 5, we present the results corresponding
to CCSM simulations and real executions and simulations of
parameter sweep applications. Section 6 describes relatedwork on
queue wait times of batch systems and executing applications on
multiple batch grids. Conclusions are presented in Section 7 and
future work is outlined in Section 8.

2. Batch grids — motivations and contributions

Application jobs submitted to batch systems incur overheads
associated with the times spent in the batch queues waiting for
resources to become available for execution. These queue waiting
times tend to be higher when greater number of processors are re-
quested. The central idea of this paper is to split the application
into components and execute themondifferent batch systems. The
smaller requests for the components on the different batch sys-
tems are expected to have lower wait times than the single com-
plete request, leading to potential gains in the overall application
execution rates. The focus of this paper is to study the incidence
of this gain and its variation with different application and system
factors. We have developed a simulator framework consisting of
multiple components for studying the potential gains due to mul-
tiple batch executions for different application and system config-
urations.
The primary contributions of our work are:

(1) investigation of the benefits of execution of applications on
batch grids over execution on single batch systems,

(2) development of a simulation framework, including devel-
opment of an event-based batch system simulator, inter-
site application execution model and a trace-based statistics
calculator,

(3) definition of new probability metrics for comparison of batch
grid vs. single batch system executions of long-running appli-
cations, and

(4) large scale analysis of incidence of benefits due to execution on
batch grids for various system and application configurations.

The following section describes in detail our simulation frame-
work.

3. Simulation methodology

We have developed a simulator framework consisting of mul-
tiple components for studying the potential gains due to multiple
batch executions for different application and system configura-
tions. Our simulation framework, shown in Fig. 2, consists of four
components: (i) workload generator, (ii) application simulator, (iii)
batch system simulator and (iv) statistics calculator. The workload
generator is used to generate job traces with job arrival times, ex-
ecution times and processor request sizes. The application simula-
tor estimates the application execution rates for various intra-site
and inter-site distributions of components. This is used in the cal-
culation of our comparison metrics. The batch system simulator is
our event-based simulator that processes the job traces produced
by the workload generator and outputs the queue waiting time for
each job. The new traces with the queue waiting times are used by
the statistics calculator alongwith the application simulator, to es-
timate the probabilities of multiple-site executions outperforming
single-site executions.
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Fig. 2. Simulation framework.

The following subsections explain the various components of
the simulation architecture.

3.1. Workload generator

For our simulation studies, we used the workload model de-
veloped by Lublin and Feitelson [16]. This model was developed
by applying rigorous statistical procedures to logs collected from
real batch systems of three different locations and was shown to
be the most representative model available in a general sense.
The workload model generates a job trace consisting of arrival
times, processor requirements and execution times of the jobs. Job
processor requirements, runtimes and arrivals are modeled based
on a two-stage uniform distribution, a hyper-Gamma distribution
and a Gamma distribution, respectively. Themodel parameters are
preset to values representative of real logs of supercomputers. The
workload generator can be used to generate job traceswith a range
of processor requirements, execution times, and specific mean of
inter-arrival times.

3.2. Batch system simulator

The job traces of the workload generator are input to the batch
system simulator component of our simulator architecture. The
batch system simulator uses the job traces along with a batch
queue scheduling policy to generate batch queue traces. The batch
queue traces contain information regarding queue waiting times
of the jobs, namely, the times of submissions of the jobs to the
queues and the start times of executions. We simulated three
queue scheduling policies in the batch system simulator, namely,
FCFS, conservative (CONS) and EASY backfilling [17], for scheduling
jobs in the job traces and to generate the batch queue traces
containing queue waiting times of the jobs. The queue waiting
times in these traces are used by the statistics calculator described
later.

3.3. Application simulator

In order to calculate statistics regarding the amount of work
performed by an application in single and multiple batch systems,
our simulator architecture performs simulations of application
executions to estimate the amount of work for a given execution
time. We have developed application simulators for a multi-
component parallel application and parameter sweep applications.

3.3.1. Multi-component applications
Coupled multi-component applications [18,15,19,20] are an

important class of scientific applications and have gained impor-
tance in recent times due to rapid advancements in computa-
tional science and multi-disciplinary simulations. One classic and
foremost example of this application category is coupled climate
models. In particular, we consider a coupled multi-component
climate simulation application, the Community Climate System
Model (CCSM) [14], an MPMD application developed by NCAR
(National Center for Atmospheric Research). CCSM involves mul-
tiple components, four components corresponding to the four cli-
mate sub-systems: atmosphere, land, ocean and sea-ice, and a fifth
component called coupler for coordinating the periodic communi-
cations between the other components.
For developing a simulator for CCSM, we executed CCSM on a

cluster where the links of the cluster have a certain bandwidth
denoted as base intra-cluster bandwidth. For the distribution of
processors to the different components of CCSM for an execution
on a given number of processors, we followed the general guide-
lines [21,22] and processor restrictions for the components. These
restrictions include even number of processors for atmosphere and
more than one processor for ice component.We observed the com-
ponent computation times between their coupling period (period
between communications with the coupler) and the component
communication times with the coupler for different executions of
CCSMondifferent number of processors anddifferent distributions
of processors to components.
We simulated the execution time of CCSM across two parallel

systems or clusters where the intra-cluster communication net-
works have bandwidths of base intra-cluster bandwidth and the two
clusters are connected by a single link of a specified bandwidth,
denoted as inter-cluster bandwidth. For modeling communications
between two components located at different clusters, we scaled
the component-coupler communication times, that were earlier
observed from real executions on a cluster with base intra-cluster
bandwidth, based on the specified bandwidth of the inter-cluster
link. For example, for simulating CCSM execution on a 1 Mbps
inter-cluster link based on observations of real execution on a clus-
ter with Gigabit Ethernet network, we scaled down the component
communication times with the coupler observed on the Gigabit
network by a factor of 1000.

3.3.2. Parameter sweep applications
Parameter sweep applications (PSA) constitute yet another im-

portant class of scientific applications. Since the individual tasks
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of these applications are independent and do not involve commu-
nications, these applications have been widely demonstrated and
deployed on grid systems.
The simulator for parameter sweep applications considers the

execution of an application consisting of P tasks. For simulation of
the application when executed on two queues, we divided P into
different combinations of P1 and P2 tasks such that P1+ P2 = P .
Unlike in CCSM, the execution times of the parameter sweep
application are same when executed on a single batch system
and on multiple batch systems since the tasks in the different
batch systems do not communicate. The bandwidth of the link
connecting the two systems does not affect the execution times of
the applications. Hencewe do notmodel the execution times of the
applications in our simulator. The difference between single batch
andmultiple batch executions of the parameter sweep applications
is only in terms of the queue waiting times.

3.4. Statistics calculator

The statistics calculator uses the batch queue traces along with
the estimates from the application simulator to calculate statistics
for the applications. The calculations of the statistics depend on the
kind of the application. In the following subsections, we explain
the calculations for multi-component and parameter sweep appli-
cations.

3.4.1. Statistics for multi-component applications
CCSM is typically executed for long periods to simulate climate

systems for multiple centuries. The execution times for such runs
can be several weeks. However, batch queue systems have exe-
cution time limits of few days for job executions. CCSM provides
restart facilities where simulations for an execution can be contin-
ued from the previous executions. Hence, for multi-century simu-
lations, CCSM is submitted to a batch system and resubmitted to
the system after the previous batch execution. In order to compare
the execution of such long-running CCSMwhen executing all com-
ponents in a single batch system and when executing the compo-
nents in multiple batch systems, response time is not a suitable
metric for evaluation since it is used for jobs that can complete ex-
ecutionwithin themaximumexecution limit of a batch system.We
use simulated time per wall clock time, SPW , as a metric for com-
parison. For CCSM, SPW is the number of simulated days for a par-
ticular batch submission and is obtained by dividing the number
of days, simulatedDays, that can be simulated by CCSM within the
maximumexecution time limit for a CCSM job in a queuing system,
by the sum of queue waiting time for the job, qwait , and the maxi-
mum execution time limit for the jobs in the queue, execTimeLimit .

SPW =
simulatedDays

(qwait + execTimeLimit)
. (1)

Thus, the SPW metric accounts for the amount of effective work
performed in CCSM by considering the queue waiting time and the
communication costs for multiple batch executions.
We used different configurations of CCSM and different queue

traces for comparing single andmultiple batch executions of CCSM.
Each CCSM configuration corresponds to a total number of pro-
cessors, P , for CCSM execution and distribution of the P proces-
sors to the components. For each queue trace, we used a single
queue with the queue trace characteristics for a single batch ex-
ecution and two queues with the same queue trace characteristics
for multiple batch executions of different components of CCSM.
For each CCSM configuration with P total number of processors
and for each queue trace, we determine the best decomposition
of the application with P processor requirements into two sub-
applications with processor requirements, P1best and P2best , such
that P1best + P2best = P . We then calculate the probabilities that

multiple batch executions for the best decomposition with P1best
and P2best processor requirements, will provide benefits over sin-
gle batch executionswith P processor requirements. For determin-
ing the best decomposition for multiple batch execution with P
total number of processors, we use SPW values as follows.
We first calculate SPW for the single batch execution, SSPW ,

using Eq. (1). The maximum execution time limit for the queue,
execTimeLimit , used in the equation is the input to the work-
load generator of our simulator framework. The number of days,
simulatedDays, that can be simulated by CCSM within the max-
imum execution time limit in the equation is estimated for P
processors using the CCSM application simulator described in Sec-
tion 3.3.1. For obtaining the queue waiting time, qwait , in Eq. (1)
for a submission with P processor requirements, we used the av-
erage of queue waiting times in the queue trace for jobs using P
processors.
For multiple batch executions with a given CCSM configuration

of P total number of processors, and a given queue trace, we
evaluate different combinations of locations of the components
in the two queues. A particular combination of locations of
CCSM components in the two queues corresponds to a particular
decomposition of total number of processors, P , into processor
requirements, P1 and P2, for the two queues, based on the
number of processors allocated to each component in the CCSM
configuration. For this particular decomposition with P1 and P2
processor requirements, we calculate SPW for the multiple batch
execution,MSPW , using Eq. (1). Similar to the calculation of SSPW ,
the execTimeLimit , used in the equation is the input to ourworkload
generator and simulatedDays in the equation is estimated for
multiple batch execution with P1 and P2 processor requirements
on the two queues using the CCSM application simulator described
in Section 3.3.1. For obtaining the queue waiting time, qwait , in
Eq. (1) for multiple batch submissions on the two queues, with
processor requirements, P1 and P2 (P = P1 + P2), we obtained
the average of queuewaiting times for the jobs using P1 processors
and the average of queue waiting times for the jobs using P2
processors in the queue trace and used the maximum of the two
averages. The maximum of the two average queue waiting times
is considered because the application can start execution only
after both the sub-applications are dequeued from their respective
queues and allocated processors for execution by their respective
batch schedulers. We then obtained the gain, MGAIN , due to
multiple batch submissions for the particular decomposition, (P =
P1 + P2), as the difference between MSPW and SSPW values. For
a given CCSM configuration with P processors, we experimented
with different decompositions, and chose the decomposition, P =
P1best + P2best , for whichMGAIN is maximum.
For a given CCSM configuration requiring P total number of pro-

cessors, a given queue trace and the best decompositionwith P1best
and P2best processor requirements on the two queues for multiple
batch executions, we calculate the probability for multiple batch
executions to provide improvements over single batch executions.
We obtain the probability instead of an average measure because
queuewaiting times do not follow a strict non-decreasing relation-
ship with the number of processor requirements. In some cases,
jobs with smaller processor requirements can incur higher queue
waiting times than jobs with larger processor requirements. The
probability is calculated as follows. We divided the queue waiting
times of the jobs with P processor requirements in the queue trace
into 10 intervals, [L1,U1], [L2,U2], . . . , [L10,U10]. For each inter-
val, i, we calculate two probabilities, p1(i) and p2(i), correspond-
ing to single and multiple batch executions, respectively. p1(i) is
the probability that the queue waiting time of a job with P pro-
cessor requirements is in the interval [Li,Ui]. p2(i) is the proba-
bility that the queue waiting time of the jobs with requirements
of P1best or P2best processors is less than L′i . L

′

i is the queue wait-
ing time for the multiple batch execution that will result inMSPW
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value equal to the SSPW value calculatedusing Li as the queuewait-
ing time for single batch execution.We calculate the joint probabil-
ity, p(i) = p1(i)× p2(i), for multiple batch submissions to provide
benefits over single batch submissions if the queue waiting time
of the single batch submission with P processor requirements is in
the interval [Li,Ui]. We then obtain the total probability for a mul-
tiple batch submission to provide benefits over single batch sub-
mission by adding the probabilities p(i) for all intervals. In these
calculations, to obtain the probability that a queue waiting time
for a job with a given processor requirement, N , is in an interval or
less than the lower bound of the interval, we used the queue trace
and divided the number of jobswithN processor requirements and
whose queue waiting times satisfy the condition by the total num-
ber of jobs with N processor requirements.

3.4.2. Statistics for parameter sweep applications (PSA)
To obtain probabilities for the parameter sweep applications

(PSA), we experimented with different configurations of the ap-
plication corresponding to different number of tasks. For each
configuration with P number of tasks and a given queue trace, we
decomposed the P tasks into the best decomposition with P1best
and P2best (P1best+P2best = P) tasks for multiple batch executions
on two queues, such that the difference between the queuewaiting
times for the single batch and multiple batch submissions is mini-
mum for the best decomposition.We then calculate the probability
that decomposing the P tasks into P1best and P2best tasks using the
best decomposition and submitting to multiple batch systems will
give benefit over submitting the entire applicationwith P tasks to a
single batch system using similar probability calculations used for
CCSM application.We divided the queuewaiting timeswith P pro-
cessor requirements into 10 intervals, and calculated probabilities
p1(i) and p2(i), corresponding to single and multiple batch execu-
tions, respectively, for an interval i. For PSA, p2(i) is the probability
that the queue waiting time of the jobs with requirements of P1 or
P2 processors is less than the lower bound, Li, of the queue wait-
ing time for the interval. We then calculate the joint probability,
p(i) = p1(i) × p2(i), for interval, i, and obtain the total probabil-
ity, across all intervals, for a multiple batch submission to provide
benefits over single batch submission.
For CCSM application, as described in the previous section, the

probability of multiple batch executions providing benefits de-
pends on both the difference in queuewaiting times betweenmul-
tiple and single batch submissions, and the cost of communica-
tions between the two queues. However, for PSA, the probability
depends only on the difference in queue waiting times between
multiple and single batch submissions since PSA does not involve
communications between the tasks. Thus a reduction in queue
waiting times will lead to reduced response time in multiple batch
executions for any parameter sweep application.

4. Simulation setup

In this section, we describe the specific parameters we used for
our simulations using the simulator architecture.
In our workload generator, we specified the maximum proces-

sor requirement of the jobs as 128 processors and maximum ex-
ecution time of 2 days. In order to generate job traces of different
job characteristics, we categorize the jobs in terms of their execu-
tion times and processor requirements.We call jobs with small ex-
ecution times (mean execution time of 3–4 min) as short jobs (S),
and those with large execution times (mean execution time of 6 h)
as long jobs (L). Similarly, jobs with small processor requirements
(<10 processors) are called narrow jobs (N) and those with large
processor requirements ( >10 processors) as wide jobs (W). We
then tuned the input parameters of the workload model to gener-
ate job traces consisting of predominant number of jobs belonging

to one of the 8 job categories, namely, S, L, N, W, SN, SW, LN, and
LW. The mean inter-arrival times of the jobs in our queue traces
were 3000 s. We thus generated 24 different queue traces corre-
sponding to 8 job characteristics and 3 scheduling policies. For all
the queue traces, we fixed the maximum execution time limit of
the jobs as 2 days.
For CCSM application simulator, we executed CCSM with

2X2.5_gx1v3 resolution and finite-volume (FV) dynamical core
for atmosphere component on a 48-core AMD Opteron cluster
consisting of 12 2-way dual-core AMD Opteron 2218 based 2.64
GHz Sun Fire servers with CentOS 4.3 operating system, 4 GB
RAM, 250 GB Hard Drive and connected by Gigabit Ethernet. For
our simulations of CCSM using two batch submissions, we used
bandwidths of 700 Kbps, 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps on the
links connecting the two submissions. The first three bandwidths
are commonly observed on the links connecting two clusters
located at two different sites in many grid systems. The last
bandwidth is seen on the links connecting two batch systems in
a single site and on the links connecting two different submissions
in a single batch system. Simulating this scenario is important since
we claim that submitting multiple sub-applications of a single
application to the same batch queue can also lead to benefits.
For obtaining statistics for CCSM, we used 50 configurations of

CCSM corresponding to different total number of processors and
different distribution of processors to components. For obtaining
statistics for parameter sweep applications, we experimented
with different configurations of the application corresponding to
different number of tasks (2 to 128).

5. Results

In this section, we show results corresponding to simulations of
CCSM and parameter sweep applications for different queue traces
and bandwidths between two batch systems.We also show results
for a real inter-cluster configuration where we obtained actual
execution times of CCSM on a real configuration and used these
times with our queue traces. All the results show probabilities
for benefits with executing on two batch systems over executing
on a single system. The probabilities were obtained using the
calculations described in Section 3.

5.1. Simulations of multi-component applications

Fig. 3 shows the fraction of configurations corresponding to
different probabilities of benefits with multiple batch executions
for the four bandwidths. The total number of configurations
were 1200 corresponding to 50 CCSM configurations and 24
queue traces for the four different bandwidths. The inter-cluster
bandwidths are 1 Gbps, 100 Mbps, 10 Mbps and 700 Kbps, and are
typical of links connecting two submissions to a single batch queue,
two clusters in a single site, twodifferent sites in a country, and two
different sites located in two different continents, respectively.
We find that there are large percentage of configurations with

significant probabilities of benefits with multiple batch execu-
tions. 50% of the total configurations have about 58% probability of
obtaining benefits when executed across two batch queues for
inter-cluster connection bandwidth of 100Mbps. About 48% of the
total configurations have about 50% probability for inter-cluster
connection bandwidth of 10 Mbps. These two bandwidths corre-
spond to queues located in different locations of a country.We also
find that even for batch grids with 700 Kbps interconnection band-
width corresponding to the two batch queues located in different
continents, 20% of the configurations have up to 38% probability of
obtaining benefits with multiple batch executions. For 10 Mbps,
100 Mbps, and 1 Gbps interconnection bandwidths, significant
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Fig. 3. Fraction of configurations with probabilities of benefits for CCSM
simulations.

percentage of configurations (about 15%) have close to 100% prob-
ability and hence have definite chance of obtaining benefits with
executions on batch grids.
In order to understand the effects of the system parameters

including queue scheduling policies and job types, we show the
probabilities for all 1200 application and system configurations for
100 Mbps inter-cluster bandwidth in Fig. 4. This figure gives an
indication of the most frequent probabilities for each of the two
systemparameters. Fig. 5 shows the average probabilities obtained

for the 50 application configurations for each of the 24 system
configurations.
In general, we find that the probability of benefits increases

when the queues have predominantly short and narrow (SN) jobs.
This is because in such queues, at any given time, most of the
available processor space will be occupied by the narrow jobs. The
remaining processor space will not be sufficient for accommodat-
ing the larger processor requirements for single batch executions
leading to large queue waiting times. However multiple batch ex-
ecutions with smaller processor requirements incur small queue
waiting times in these cases since jobs with smaller processor re-
quirements have better chances of finding the required processors
on completion of other short and narrow jobs than the jobs with
larger processor requirements. However, the probabilities of bene-
fits with multiple batch executions on queues with predominantly
long wide jobs (LW) are small since these wide jobs delay the ex-
ecutions of CCSM for long durations equally on both single and
multiple batch queues in spite of decompositions inmultiple batch
executions. The extra cost of inter-cluster communications inmul-
tiple batch executions result in less benefits for the application.
We also find that for queues with backfilling policies, the proba-
bilities of benefits with multiple batch executions are higher. This
is because the sub-applications in multiple batch executions with
small processor requirements have better chances of backfilling
in these queues than the single application with total processor
requirements.

5.2. Real executions of multi-component applications

We also executed CCSM on real experiment testbed with 28
configurations and obtained real execution times. We then used
these 28 real application execution times with the queue waiting
times of the 24 queue traces to calculate probabilities. Our real

Fig. 4. Probability of benefits with multiple batch submissions for all application and system configurations for CCSM Simulations. The x-axis shows different application
configurations and different job characteristics.
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Fig. 5. Averageprobability of benefitswithmultiple batch submissions for different
system configurations for CCSM simulations.

experiment testbed consists of a 16-core cluster called fire-16 and
a 48-core cluster called fire-48. The fire-16 cluster consists of 8
dual-core AMD Opteron 1214 based 2.21 GHz Sun Fire servers,
CentOS release 4.3, 2 GB RAM, 250 GB Hard Drive and connected
by Gigabit Ethernet.The fire-48 cluster consists of 12x2 dual-core
AMD Opteron 2218 based 2.64 GHz Sun Fire servers, CentOS
release 4.3, 4 GB RAM, 250 GBHard Drive and connected by Gigabit
Ethernet. The Gigabit clusters are connected to each other by a
100 Mbps Ethernet connection through a 100 Mbps switch. For
the single batch execution, we executed the 28 configurations on
the fire-48 cluster. For multiple batch executions, we randomly
distributed the different components of CCSM to the two clusters.
Figs. 6–8 show the results obtained for the real executions of

CCSM. The results obtained with real executions of CCSM are sim-
ilar to the simulation results shown in Figs. 3–5. The real results
also show large number of application and system configurations
with significant probabilities of benefits with multiple batch sub-
missions. The relationship between the fraction of the configura-
tions and the gain probabilities follows the same trend as that of
the simulated experiments with the same bandwidth.We also find
in real experiments that the probabilities improve when backfill-
ing scheduling policies are used. Similar to the simulation results,
the probabilities are generally high for short narrow (SN) jobs and
generally low for short wide (LW) jobs for FCFS and CONS schedul-
ing policies.

5.3. Simulations of parameter sweep applications

Figs. 9–11 show the results obtained for the simulations of dif-
ferent configurations of parameter sweep application correspond-
ing to different total number of tasks of the application. The total
number of tasks were varied from 2 to 128.
Similar to earlier results,we find large number of configurations

where significant benefits were obtained with multiple batch
submissions. We also find that backfilling scheduling policies lead
to increase in probabilities of benefits since the decomposed tasks
with small processor requirements in multiple batch executions
are able to backfill more than the application with large processor
requirements in single batch executions. Unlike in CCSM, multiple
batch executions gave high probabilities of benefits for queues
containing predominantly wide jobs (LW, SW and W) for PSA.

Fig. 6. Percentage of configurations with probabilities of benefits for CCSM real
executions.

In most of the PSA configurations, the total number of tasks
were divided equally across the two batch systems. Hence the
processor requirements in a single batch system formultiple batch
submissions are larger in PSA than in CCSM. The larger processor
requirements in PSA can be frequently met by the completion of
wide jobs than by the completion of narrow jobs. Hence higher
benefits with multiple batch submissions were obtained in queues
with large number of wide jobs than in the queues with large
number of narrow jobs where the processor space is mostly occu-
pied by the narrow jobs.
Our primary focus in our experiments is on the incidence of

benefits due to multiple batch executions rather than on the
measure of benefits. This is because the benefits are spread over
a wide range of both positive and negative values due to the
randomness involved in the queuewaiting times. Thus,metrics like
mean or median of the reductions in total response times are non-
representative and over-approximate the overall benefits due to
multiple batch executions. The magnitude of gains due to multiple
batch executions is of the order of a few hours. For many CCSM
and PSA configurations, the average reduction in queue waiting
times due to multiple batch execution is around 20 h while the
maximum gain is around 40 h. These gains are significant when
compared with the maximum execution time limit of 48 h for a
job submission. These results show the huge benefits that can be
obtained due to reduced queue waiting times without increase
in the number of processors used for execution in multiple batch
executions.

5.4. Summary of results

The use of large number of processors available in grids with
distributed sites to provide performance benefits, especially for
loosely-coupled applications, is well studied and understood. We
have shown in our results that grids can also provide benefits
when the number of processors used for application execution
is not increased from non-grid, single-site systems and for both
loosely-coupled and coupled multi-component applications with
periodic communications between the sites. The benefits are due
to decompositions of the applications into multiple sub-jobs with
smaller processor requirements for executions on multiple batch
systems of a grid and the corresponding reduction in queuewaiting
times incurred by the sub-jobs. Our results show that there are
large number of application and system configurations for which
grid executions can provide benefits even when the distributed
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Fig. 7. Probability of benefits with multiple batch submissions for all application and system configurations for CCSM real executions.

sites are located in different continents. While the probability
of benefits due to multiple batch executions are about 50% for
about 50% of the configurations in general, there is a significant
fraction of configurations for which the probabilities are close to
100%. The presence of large number of short narrow jobs (SN)
for CCSM leads to higher probabilities of benefits due to multiple
batch executions. This is because the occupation of the processor
space by SN jobs will lead to inadequate number of processors
for execution of a large job in single batch execution while the
remaining processor space will be sufficient for accommodating
sub-jobs with small processor requirements in multiple batch
executions. In general, our simulation results for CCSM correspond
with the real executions. We found that backfilling scheduling
policies, that are commonly used in many batch systems, will
lead to large probabilities of benefits for both CCSM and PSA
applications. This is because the sub-jobs with small processor
requirements are able to backfillmore inmultiple batch executions
than the jobs in single batch executions.

6. Related work

Multiple batch queues have been used for improving the
response times of the jobs submitted to a system in the work by
Subramani et al. [23]. In this effort, a job submitted to a system is
redundantly submitted to other batch systems.When the job starts
execution in one of the systems, the redundant jobs submitted to
the other systems are aborted. Casanova analyzed the impact of
such redundant submissions on the other jobs in the system [13].
The work concluded that such redundant tasks cause heavy load
in the systems and unfairness to the users who do not use such
redundant jobs. In our work, we do not replicate jobs on multiple
batch queues. We decompose a single job into multiple sub-jobs
and submit these sub-jobs to many batch queues.
Bucur and Epema have extensively studied the benefits of co-

allocation of processors from different clusters in a grid for job ex-
ecutions [24–26]. They analyzed the benefits of such co-allocation

Fig. 8. Averageprobability of benefitswithmultiple batch submissions for different
system configurations for CCSM real executions.

for variousworkload logs, application characteristics, interconnec-
tions between multiple clusters and different scheduling policies.
Using large number of simulations, they show that in spite of the
high cost ofWAN communications, execution of multi-component
jobs across multiple clusters can reduce mean response times of
jobs and improve processor utilization and that scheduling poli-
cies with only local queues perform better than those that con-
sider global queues. They also conclude that restrictions on the
number of components and component sizes help improve theper-
formance of co-allocation. Our work is complementary to their ef-
forts since we study the benefits obtained for two specific classes
of applications. While they develop scheduling policies for co-
allocation, our work deals with the queue waiting times corre-
sponding to the existing scheduling policies on the clusters.
The work by Nurmi et al. [27] deals with execution of work-

flowapplications on different batch systems of a grid. In theirwork,
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Fig. 9. Percentage of configurations with probabilities of benefits for PSA
simulations.

they schedule different tasks of a workflow application to different
batch systems of a grid based on predictions of execution times of
the tasks on the systems and the queue waiting times in the sys-
tems [28]. They show that consideringpredictions of queuewaiting
times leads to efficient schedules. In our work, we consider multi-
component applications that contain periodic communications be-
tween different batch systems unlike the workflow applications.
For distributed applications to make use of resources at dif-

ferent sites with heterogeneous characteristics and site auton-
omy, several middleware tools and services have been developed
[29–34]. While most of them are limited to specific projects,
resource types and middleware environments, or do not sup-
port co-allocation, the MetaScheduling Service (MSS) developed
by Waldrich et al. [35] overcomes these limitations using the
metacomputing-enabledMPI-implementationMetaMPICH [36]. In
some recent works like the Grid Interoperability Project [37] and

Fig. 11. Average probability of benefits with multiple batch submissions for
different system configurations for PSA simulations.

Gridbus Grid Service Broker [38], solutions have been developed
for accessing resources from different grids. Kertesz et al. [39] have
developed ameta-brokering architecture that enables the interop-
erability of various grids through their own resource brokers.
The work by Grimme and Papaspyrou [40] has built a service-

oriented grid infrastructure to support workflow-based scientific
applications for climate science. The framework performs schedul-
ing and data management of loosely-coupled workflow tasks
executed on distributed sites. The primary aim of the work is
to provide coherent access to distributed data. Our work focuses
on execution of multi-component applications on grids where
the communications between the components are more frequent
and intensive than the workflow applications. Elmroth and Tords-
son [41] have developed a grid resource manager for perform-
ing resource brokering and job scheduling. The objective of job
scheduling is to use the job and resource characteristics to min-
imize the response time that includes the times for file staging,

Fig. 10. Probability of benefits with multiple batch submissions for all application and system configurations for PSA simulations.
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batch queuing and job execution. The work uses advanced reser-
vations for co-allocation of resources. In our execution model, the
components are co-allocated dynamically without reservations.
Moltó et al. [42] have developed generic multi-user resource bro-
kering andmetascheduling techniques for remote execution of sci-
entific applications. Themetascheduling in ourwork is targeted for
the specific application domain of climate modeling.
To our knowledge, our work is the first effort in quantitatively

showing the benefits of executing a parallel application across
multiple batch systems over executing the application on a single
batch system without increasing the number of processors.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a simulator framework to an-
alyze the potential benefits due to multiple batch executions on
batch grids for multi-component and parameter sweep applica-
tions. The potential benefits are due to reduced queue waiting
times on multiple batch executions. By performing simulated and
real executions with large number of application and system con-
figurations, we have shown that even without an increase in the
number of processors, applications can gain from execution on
multiple batch grids due to lower queuewaiting times correspond-
ing to the lower processor requirements on individual sites of the
batch grid. Specifically, there are large percentages of configura-
tions with significant probabilities of benefits with multiple batch
executions for both multi-component CCSM simulations and pa-
rameter sweep applications. While the CCSM simulations showed
higher benefits on queues with predominantly narrow jobs, the
PSA simulations showed higher benefits on queues with predom-
inantly wide jobs. We also found that for queues with backfilling
policies, the probabilities of benefits with multiple batch execu-
tions are higher.

8. Future work

As part of our future work, we plan to develop robust models
for queue waiting times. We also intend to extend our studies to
include larger number of batches instead of two batches and con-
sider various possibilities of heterogeneity of queues across the re-
sultant batch grid. While MPI (Message Passing Interface) commu-
nication libraries including PACX-MPI [43] and MPICH-GX [44,45]
support communications between MPI applications executed on
different batch systems by means of special communication pro-
cesses or proxies executed on the front-end nodes of the batch
systems, coordinated execution of an application across two batch
systemswith different startup timeswould require additionalmid-
dleware infrastructure. We plan to build such middleware infras-
tructure for real executions of CCSM across two batch systems.
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